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\vorking at the Edge of Competence
BY MAUREEN NEIHART
a fourth
has neither the
patience nor the tolerance for frusrration thar she needs to persevere with
the more challenging work she is facing in her school's new accelerated language
program. She often cries over homework
and complains that the work is roo hard or
boring.
Adrian, an eighth grader, resists his teacheIS' and parents' encouragement to enroll in honors classes for
high school. Although he is a fast learner with a good memory
and excellent study
he is hesitant abom
on more
challenging work because he's not sure what grades he'll earn. It's
a risk he thinks he doesn't want ro take.
and Adrian illustrate what can happen when high abili
ty students have had a IN of easy success and roo Ettie
with disappointment, rejection, or setbacks. They are not used to
working hard and are unprepared to handle the emotions that
arise with
omcomes. Since they don't tolerate moder
ate leve:s of distress well, they prefer to stay in their comfort zone,
completing tasks that they've lliready mastered. They shrink from
challenge.
A willingness to work at the edge of one's competence is the
second of seven habits of mind that drive performance. Without
it, even the most talented individuals do not go very far. The
of competence is the place where students have to reach and
where they must work with others who have similar interests,
abilities, and drive. The most importanr step in nudging students
of competence is to get them am of their com
toward their
fort zones: provide challenging curriculum that rec;,uires efrort. In
addition, we can also:
• create risk-friendiy environments and relationships
• teach students ro view theif mista..k:es with affection
• require them to take realistic risks
In risk-friendiy environments and relationships, students are I
encouraged to take reasonable chances and set their own
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some of their work. Working at the edge of competence means
that a lot of mistakes will be made. We don't wanr students to
avoid risk, nor do we want them to always strive to minimize mis
takes be:::2.use that is not the way to develop ability. \Y/e want stu
dents to extend themselves, to reach and expect mistakes, espe
something new. They need to view
cially when they are
mistakes as learning opportunities and believe that failing doesn't
make them a failure.
wh2.r might happen in a classroom
Consider, for
where one of the daiiy goals is that everyone ma..k:es at least two
mistakes and keeps track of them. Imagine how sruden r attitudes
might change if teachers were ro ask them, "\'7har mistakes did
you make today?" Teachers who make it a habit to regularly share
with their students what
are learning from their own mis
takes, positively influence their students' attitudes and behaviors
about working at the edge of competence. \Y/e learn to view our
mistakes wirh affection when we p2.rticipare in a culture where
worthy mistakes are celebrated as acts of courage and mistakes
made at the edge of competence are valued for their learning
potential. Through our own modeling, by
expectations,
and by
students when they take risks, we can establish
the norm that our classroom is a place where people take chances
and where taking chmces is an essential part of learning.
In his memoir, On W1riting, Stephen King described how he
collected rejection slips when he was sixteen, adding one after
another to a nail on the wall of his attic bedroom until it was full.
The quantity of rejection slips did not
him. He under
stOod that every rejection presented an opporrunity to improve
his writing and thar onlY by accumulating a critical mass of rejec
tion slips was he
to be published. So, roo, many of our most
capable students will learn to view their mistakes with affection
when they learn to expect and even plan for mistakes,
Since working at the edge of one's competence always involves
risk, an essential step in empowering talented students to reach
their porenrial is to teach them how to take realistic risks. We can
help them understand the need for
risk taking by first
them to define risk. Wnat does it mean to take a chance?
Many will say that risk taking means to do something where the

We learn to view our mistakes with affection when we
participate in a culture;where worthy mistakes are
celebrated as acts of courage and mistakes made at the
edge of conlpetence are valued for their learning potentials
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